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Students will impact election results
j Polling locations defined
for registered BG voters
side on campus vote at the
Northeast Commons, Burton
said.

By Cynthia Kent
The BC News

To vote or not to vote, that is
■ Students should use their
the question.
University students can pro- power to vote today in all races,
vide the answer to this question from local to national. / 2.
today when they can cast their
ballots at various local locations
Off-campus students who live
from 6:30 am to 7:30 p.m.
in Ward 2 can vote at the Crim
Street School. Ward 2 includes
West Wooster Street, Scott Hamilton Road and South College
Drive.
Students who live in Ward 1
vote at the Ridge Street Elementary School. Ward 1 includes
North Enterprise Street, East
Wooster Street, Ridge Street,
North College Road, Thurstin
Avenue and Main Street.
"Most of the western-side area
Terry Burton of campus votes at the Ridge
Street School," Burton said.
staff member at the Board of
Students must be a registered
Elections.
voters of the City of Bowling
Green to vote in today's election.
"Students can have a dramatic To vote in today's election, citieffect on the way the community zens must have been registered
votes," said Terry Burton, staff to vote by Oct. 11, Burton said.
member at the Board of ElecWard 1 Councilman Todd Kletions. "They have a definite im- ismit said students will have
pact on the election."
more influence in the city
Burton said students make up government if they vote.
over one-fifth of the city's regis"It's particularly important
tered voters. He encourages stu- that students vote, and if all posdents to vote because the stu- sible vote in Wood County," Kledents can choose elected officials ismit said. "Students who are not
and vote on issues concerning the voting have less abilityand less
University.
influence to what happens in the
Registered students who re- city."

"Students can have a
dramatic effect on
the way the
community votes.
They have a definite
impact on the
election."

The BG NtniIKsil Wcllzner

Freshman social studies education major and College Democrat
Gordy Heminger works hard at getting the last word In on the political races by posting promotional signs for the Democratic

Party. "In the final day of the campaign, we're trying to get as
much visibility for our candidates as possible by putting signs up
on the kiosks and all around campus," Heminger said.

Council approves USG addresses fees, endorses fasting
Meijer site plans Bills call for improvements at University, international levels
By Aaron Gray
The BC News

A new Meijer store will be
open for business in Bowling
Green by 1996, according to
Rick Morgan, a real estate
representative for the Meijer
stores. The
store will be
located at
the corner of
Dunbridge
and Bowling
Green roads,
east of 1-75.
City
Council
unanimously
Klelsmlt
passed an
ordinance approving new site
plans for the store Monday
night, despite expressed concerns about Increased traffic
through the area.
Thomas Anderson, at-large
councilman, disagreed with
the findings of a traffic study
that said the store would not
be detrimental to traffic flow
on Bowling Green Road. Anderson said the study was not
conducted while the University was in session and did not
take into account the possible
expansion of companies near
the Meijer site.
'•[The study] treats Meijer
as if it was the only store in
town," Anderson said at a public hearing before the Council
meeting. "But we don't work
for Meijer."

Morgan's suggestion that
the cost of a new traffic signal
to accomodate any increased
traffic be split between Meijer
and the city prompted an
angry response from one citizen.

Bowling Green
to have Meijer store

4
4
4

A new Meijer store will
be built in Bowling
Green and is scheduled
to be open to serve
customers by 1996.
City Council unanimously approved site
plans for the store to be
built east of 1-75.
The proposal drew
concern from council
members and residents
about the increase in
traffic in that area.

"It's not like we're asking
for and we're thankful for
these road improvements - we
detest them," said Katherine
Clark, who lives near the
Meijer site. "So If there's a
third traffic light needed, you
want us to help pay for It?
Take all of your road Improvements and go home"
Clark said Improvements

INSIDE

See MEIJER, page three
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By Robin COB
The BC News

Undergraduate Student
Government reaffirmed its position calling for change in the
General Fee process and resolved to support fasting to help
the hungry
Monday night
after unanimously passing
two bills.
USG unanimously passed
a bill backing
up Its position
to change the
General Fee
process. Last
year, USG made a proposal that
students gain more control of the
General Fee budget process because the money is used for student needs. Currently, students
only control five percent of General Fee expenditures.
"Hopefully it will be imple-

mented in this fiscal year's budget," USG President Jen Mathe
said. She said there was no action
taken last year when the proposal
was introduced to the faculty.
USG reaffirmed support of the
proposals in hopes of strengthening the organization's request to
administrators. USG is currently
meeting with administrators and
preparing proposals to present to
University President Paul Olscamp.
USG also unanimously passed
a bill supporting the Fast for a
World Harvest on Thursday,
Nov. 17. USG urges students to
participate in the event because
it will raise money for Oxfam
America, an international agency
that funds self-help development
programs in 30 countries and
Bread for the World, a citizen's
lobby group that influences
government policies affecting
world hunger.
"I think it was a momentous
bill for USG," Mathe said.

She said it is unusual for USG
to be involved in issues outside of
the University.
"Occasionally, we as a campus
need to be concerned for the
general welfare [of people]," she
said.
St. Thomas More Student Connection is sponsoring the Fast for
a World Harvest. Students are
encouraged to fast - giving up
anything they want - and donate
the money that would have been
used for what was given up to the
Harvest Fund.
USG also unan imously passed
a bill that requests Computer
Services to re-examine its philosophy in providing the best
possible service to the students
and passed a bill asking that students be allowed to move into
residence halls earlier for spring
semester.
Currently, students living in
residence halls are only allowed
to move in one day before the
start of spring semester. The bill

requests that students be allowed
to move in the Saturday before
the first day of the spring semester.
"It's not going to work for this
year," Senator Jason Peters said.
Peters said there is insufficient
staff to supervise students this
year if they move in early, and it
would cost the University extra
money.
"[Jill] Carr seemed to have a
favorable response to it," chief
legislative officer Jeff Stefancic
said.
Carr, director of housing, will
be considering the request for
next spring.
In other business, a petition
was presented to senators asking
that they present it to students to
gain support for a new requirement in the general education
core of all students. The petition
states the necessity of requiring
environmental education as part
See USG, page three.

Professor recovers stolen computer
By Aaron Epple
The BC News

A Toledo man was arrested last
week for stealing a laptop computer belonging to University
Professor Ernest Savage.
Michael Henderson, 23, of
Toledo pleaded not guilty to a
charge of grand theft and is sitting in Wood County Justice
Center on a $5,000 bond.

CAMPUS

A University student was
injured Monday when struck by
a car on Rid

However, Sgt. Charles Lewis of
the University Police said Henderson confessed to the crime.
Henderson apparently told
police he was delivering a copy
machine to the Technology
Building Oct. 24.
Afterward, he "cased" the
building and saw the $2,700
Microsoft Power Windows laptop
sitting in Savage's office, according to the confession.

CITY
Students who lock their keys
in the car pan call local
locksmiths' for help.'

loir

Henderson then allegedly hid
the computer in the ceiling tiles
in the restroom. He came back
later that ni|>ht to get it, Lewis
said.
"I was in a meeting from 8:30
to 11:00, so I knew it was taken
somewhere in that time," Savage
said. "I looked everywhere for It.
I checked at home and the car.
When I realized it was stolen, I
even checked around outside to

SPORTS
The Bowling Green basketball
teams tip-off their seasons
tonight. Both the men's and
women's squads will take on
athletes in action,
a- Page 8.

see if the thief left it for later. It
never occurred to me to check
the restroom tile."
The next day, Henderson sold
the computer to National Microcomputer, a computer company
in Toledo, for $800.
"I was devastated," Savage
said, "I was so mad I was beyond
See THEFT, page three.

WEATHER
Mostly sunny in the morning
j with increasing cloudiness in the
afternoon. High in the lower 60s
with southwest winds 10-70 mph.
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One final look at
today's candidates
| oday is the day everyone chooses who will rep• resent their views in government, on the local
and state levels, as well as the national level.
In a democratic system such as the United States,
this simple act of voting, which is sometimes taken
for granted by its citizens, is perhaps the single most
important responsibility one has.
This country has been associated with laziness and
lack of interest in its governmental system, while
countries like Haiti and South Africa are fighting
every day for democracy.
We possess that right and to ignore our responsibility would be a disgrace to ourselves and our country.
The News understands this responsibility, and we
have endorsed those individuals we believe would
best represent their constituents.
In the Wood County commissioner race, The News
endorsed Republican candidate Robert Latta due to
his experience in politics and group projects.
For Wood County auditor, The News supports incumbent Republican candidate Mike Sibberson
based upon his 17 years in local government developing contacts with school board members, administrators and municipal courts.
In the race for state representative, incumbent
Republican candidate Randall Gardner said he wants
to provide state universities with more money to
train teachers.
The News supports Gardner because he has political experience and connections to get things accomplished in Columbus.
For the governor's race, The News once again believes experience is the most effective tool to get
things accomplished in Columbus.
He is dedicated to improving the educational
system in Ohio and is committed to helping prepare
students for the future.
Therefore, Republican incumbent George V. Voinovich is The News* candidate in the gubernatorial
race.
Students must also vote No on State Issue 4 which
calls for the repeal of the pop tax.
Whether you agree with our choices or have looked
into the elections enough to decide on a good candidate, be sure you exercise your Constitutional right
to vote.
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There is no excuse for not voting
Today is a great day. Better
than Flag Day, better than
Grandparents' Day, better than
National Colon Cancer Awareness Day.
It's election day.
Today is the day we (those of
us who bothered to register), get
to pull levers or punch cards to
cast our votes for the candidates
and issues. As one Neanderthal
voter put it, way back around the
last Ice Age, "Democracy good!"
All kidding aside, today is a
very important day. Taking part
in one's democracy is nearly as
important as dying to secure it.
Each of us is obligated to vote.
And if we don't vote, then we
have no business complaining
when politicians screw up.
Are you voting today? Did you
register? If you answered "no" to
either question, shame on you!
There is no excuse for not voting,
but I'll share with you the most
popular excuses for not voting
"I dont know where or how to
register. Besides, I live in Cleveland. How am I going to vote
from Bowling Green?"
A quick visit to your local
Board of Elections is all you
need. They can register you and
set you up to vote as an absentee.
"Why vote? All politicians are
scum. They will just do whatever
they want to anyway."
The point here may have some
validity, but still, if we, as a voting populace, say "enough
already" and stick to our guns by
voting them out, the problem Is
solved.

V
Norman
Van Ness
Tell politicians what you want
them to do; if they don't do it,
vote them out.
"It doesn't matter who we
send. As soon as they get there
they become corrupt and start
worrying about getting reelected."
Sure, some will become corrupted, but not all politicians are
this way.
Now, I have remained partyneutral throughout this portion
of the program for a reason: regardless of your political knowledge, history, background or
convictions, you owe it to yourself to vote.
People have died, and in some
places are still dying, to have the
right to do what we take for
granted: vote. Republican, Democrat, Libertarian, Independent - all the same.
We must now look at the meat
of the matter. When we vote, we
must decide In what direction we
want our country to go, and at no
time in recent history have the

choices been so well-defined.
On one hand, we have a party
that wants to do the following:
socialize our health care system;
take away our rights as given to
us under the Constitution; take
more money from the working
men and women of America and
give it to the non-working men
and women of America; and increase taxes and regulations on
businesses to the point where doing business is no longer profitable (would you run a business to
just break even?).
On the other hand, we have a
party that wants to do the following: reduce the size and reach of
our government; balance the
national budget; shore up our ailing defenses; and give businesses
incentives to invest and grow,
which in turn creates jobs. It also
wants to stop coddling criminals
by allowing them back on the
streets to seek out other victims
and protect our rights, as given
to us by the Constitution.
Deciding which of these philosophies to support, for some, is
not an easy choice. There are
those who think we need to be a
"compassionate society," which
we are (in terms of public assistance, the most compassionate in
the world.)
Most of us would agree that
sometimes people need help, and
we have the resources to help
them when they need help. But
there is a fine line between compassion and really helping
someone.
Former HUD secretary and

1996 presidential hopeful Jack
Kemp once said that liberals
define compassion as how many
people are receiving public assistance, and conservatives define
compassion as how many people
no longer need it.
Do we, as a nation, want to give
people assistance, or give them
the opportunity to assist themselves?
Do we want government to
have the ultimate say in whether
or not we get a kidney transplant,
or do we want to be able to make
the decision ourselves?
Do we want to give MORE of
our hard-earned dollars to a
government that spends its revenues on midnight basketball
leagues, or do we want to keep
that money in the private sector
where it can be used to expand
businesses so we no longer need
midnight basketball leagues?
The choices are not difficult.
America is on the verge. Crime
is up, morals are down, our paychecks are getting smaller, and
our government has its nose in
every part of our lives. We can
change it or let it continue to the
point of anarchy.
I will not tell you who to vote
for. You owe it to yourself to examine the questions posed here,
and then decide on your own.
Regardless of who or what you
choose, you will be better off'
knowing you took part in what
makes this the greatest nation on
earth.
Norm Van Ness is a weekly
columnist for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Street signs belong
only on the street
As I was lying against my bed,
recovering from yet another one
of my Softball teams' heartbreaking losses and nursing a
throbbing headache, I heard
someone knocking at my door.
When I opened the door and
saw my hall director standing
there with someone clad in the
uniform of the University police,
my first thought was that something had happened to my roommate.
However, my keen instincts
and perception told me that It
must have been something else.
The officer Immediately explained that, while performing
room inspections, It was brought
to my hall director's attention
that I was in possession of stolen
property and that we, therefore,
had a few things that needed to
be discussed.
Two years ago, I picked up a
"Handicapped Parking" sign that
was lying on the ground on the
side of the grocery store where I
used to work.
At the time, I came to the conclusion that it was not serving

any purpose and that it would
look very chic in my room at
school, so I picked it up and did
my best to give the sign a happy
place to live.
However, it has been taken
from me for one simple reason:
by my having that sign in my
possession, regardless of how I
had come by getting it, I could
have been charged with a fourthdegree felony and placed under
arrest.
For the record the same goes
for atop signs, one-way signs,
traffic lights, freeway bypass
signs or anything of that nature.
Those signs are there for a
specific purpose, by removing
them, a dangerous situation can
occur.
Obviously, I wasn't aware of
this until I was caught In possession of the stolen property.
However, after numerous conversations with the police, my
residence adviser and the hall director, I have realized the seriousness of my actions.
The officers Involved were
very understanding of my situation, encouraged me to ask questions and were extremely helpful
with my situation. The fact is, I
now have a greater understand-

ing of the crime I have committed and realize how lucky I am
that the police decided not to
press charges (though they very
easily could have).
The moral here, boys and girls,
is remember what your mom and
dad taught you when you were
kids: keep your paws off other
people's belongings and don't
open the door for strangers.
Chris Zunic
Sophomore
Telecommunications

Deja Vu advertisement
not worthy of attention

or a symbol of their liberation?
I grew up in the 50s, and that
letter sounded just like someone
40 years behind the tunes. Reading that letter was like, well, deja
vu.
And then again another letter
was deja vu. Another student,
Jennifer Georges, complained
that this is the 90s, that such ads
harm the Image of women, show
a lack of respect for womanhood
and create obstacles for them in
the real world when they leave
the cloister of the University.
I ask her, and y JU the readers,
do you really think college men
are stupid enough to look at one
image of a woman in the same
light?
I think there are too many
images of women available for
anyone to get away with such a
claim.
Are those ads offensive? I
thought they were merely silly,
not worthy of any serious attention.
I'm surprised that anyone
thought otherwise.

This letter Is in response to two
letters about the Deja Vu club.
One was written a few weeks ago
by Vanessa Samples regrading
the "appalling eyeful" of a woman dressed for the beach advertising the Deja Vu club.
She wanted to make It clear
that today's women are not meek
stereotypes of the 1950s and that
women today understand that the
ad Is offensive.
Ron Harris
Like Madonna is a meek
Graduate Student
stereotype of the 1950s! Are her
Department of Math and Scivideos offensive to womanhood - ence
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Continued from page one.

of the core curriculum to spread
I a message of the necessity for
building a sustainable and
' healthy future.
USG also presented three new
bills: a bill proposing students be
allowed to take up to 21 credit
hours a semester without additional tuition fees; a bill recommending the potholes in Lot 12 be
filled and lines be painted to ease
confusion of students trying to
park in the lot; and a bill supporting GSS' proposal to add pedestrian signs on Mercer Road.
Erin DeWerf was named as
Matt Boaz's replacement as
Multicultural Affairs coordinator.

livid. I was actually calm. I gave
three presentations in Pennsylvania where I needed my portable computer, and the day I was
without it I was scrambling."
When the clerk at National
Microcomputer, who wished to
remain anonymous, turned the
computer on and saw "Ernie
Savage" and "Bowling Green
State University" files and programs, she became suspicious
and called his office.
"I was eating at a restaurant
when I got the call," Savage said.
"I thought it was in some dorm or
off-campus apartment where a
student was using it for spreadsheets and so on."
Because National Microcomputer had Henderson's name and
address, employees were able to
track him down.
Henderson did not damage the
computer while he had it.
"I'm the luckiest guy on campus, even though I was in agony
for a day," Savage said.
Savage said he "happily"
reimbursed the woman at
National Microcomputer for the
check cancellation fee.
Henderson goes to pre-trial on
Nov. 30.

Continued from page one.

are only necessary because of
Meijer and will only benefit
the store and its customers.
The amended site plans reduced the capacity of the
parking lot from 1200 cars to
1000 cars and eliminated one
of the three entrances on both
Dunbridge and Bowling Green
roads, which Council members had previously requested.
Morgan also introduced
plans to widen the road six
feet on each side to prevent
traffic from having to slow
down for cars entering the
Meijer parking lot.
Ward 1 Councilman Todd
Kleismit said he believes the
store will be good for the
community in the long run, although he is also concerned
about traffic.
"In many aspects [the
store's] good; in some aspects
I'm not real crazy about it,"
Kleismit said after the meeting. "But I don't think the city
should stand in its way."

4

"Israel is hurting the feelings of Muslims all the world over."
-Hamid al-Gabid, secretary general of the
Organization of Islamic Conference

Don't look down

• Continued from page one.
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In The News

37 years ago

Two students were dismissed from
the University; one for a violation of
the moral and ethical codes, and the
other for the violation of the alcoholic
beverage regulations.
Both students were involved in
separate violations.

DON'T CnUS€ TH€ €ND Of H FRIENDSHIP
DON'T DRINK RND DRIV€

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

Make a difference

GET

AP phot (/Mark Duncu
Steeplejacks Rick Shelley, right, and Kelly McConkey, work
high above Cleveland's public square Monday preparing the Civil War monument for Christmas lights.
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: for State Representative

Remember to cast your vote
today. Your vote Does make a
difference! Voting is in the
Commons until 7:30 P.M.

.
OTE
Have an opinion
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HOME FALCON HOCKEY vs. MICHIGAN - SATURDAY 7:00 P.M.
ATTENTION STUDENTS...Assure yourself of admission. Pick up a ticket at Memorial Hall today I
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SERVIC
PERFECT TOUCH

(liHAIC GALlEKyj

Salon & Tanning

ftd*

352-2812
Nails: Ask for Hope or Christie
Reg: Nails $10 Fr. Manicures $12
Fiberglass/Acrylic/Gel $34.95
Tanning: 13 visits for $25 FIRST ONE FREE!

1084 South Main

Rental
Rent any video at regular price, and
receive second rental for only 99c.
•Delivery -Free pick-up
•Fri-Sat12-3am
LATE NITE VIDEO
-Fr.. membership
140 E. WOO STE R
-Me closing special
Excludes new releases! Expires Nov. 30,199*

352 - 4637

KAROAKE
AT THE STRIKE ZONE IOUNCE
FRI * SAT. V PM - 2:JO AM

I
■

jU-Mortonts
Good Anytime Open
Bowling is Available.
One coupon Per Person.
OFFER VAIIDTHRU

5-3045

- Macintosh and PC Publishing
- Color Scanning 1200 DPI
- Newsletters, Proposals,
Manuals, Brochures,
Resumes and Business
Cards are just a lew of our
quick print, inc.
Business Printing Service*.
- Specializing in Color Printing
- Professional Bindery Dept.
111 South Main
- World wide FAX service
Bowling Green, OH . Four Hlgn Tocn coplere
(419) 352-5762
. Laser Prlnte only 25 cents

■

BUTTONWOODAVE

•*•■««

SOUTH MAIN ST.

m

Xnauss 'Body Sfw^

Complete Collision Service
540 S. Maple
NORTH MAIN ST
Bowling Green,
BGSU
Ohio 43402

Phone: (119) 352-3649

900 E. Wooster
Across from Kohl Hall
Cam* trttrxttr. !

Id *i feet* mo
t-abm ■ toft tot
wtir HiU. I SUM.
•Wtaittfra.
CJI « i i
wt VHttm r

352-3365

Our talents will go to your head.
190 S. Main Street
HAIRCUT $7
Bowline Green, Ohio ]
I Complete Perms starting at $27.50
^ <

QPM"

IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

Attention Greeks: P«
»»•"'«*•
Next day
service
•Film
and
•Sewn on Letters
m=vm BGSU Studentsll Embroidery
Friendly and dependable
I

Full-Line Beauty Care
For Men & Women
By Experienced Professionals

With one Poid Game

1010N. Main St.

W,

Mini Mall Beauty Salon

JUrMorLtwcsf.ONE FREE CAME
Bowling Green, Oh.

69

25% off with Selected Stylists

010

354-5283

352-HAIR (4247)
~k Full Service Salon ~k
Golduell
Matrix
Aveda
Sebastian
Paul Mitchell
Malibu 2000

*i"SV
H*"*

fcu

*ed,,,cure.

c

* KNAUSS B00V SHOP

■

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
• Shoe care items
• Leather goods
• Birkenstock soles
150 S. Main 353-0199
M-F 9-5:30; Sot. 9-Noon

Campus
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Speaker targets Holocaust Department's work Vandal
receives accolades
Lecture will focus on role of German Army
targets
bulletin
board

By Jay Young

The BC News

Responsibility for the Holocaust has often
been placed on Nazi Party leaders and the Nazi
Army. A lecture sponsored by the University's
department of history will focus on the role the
German Army played in the Holocaust.
The lecture will be given by Clemson Professor Donald McKale on Wednesday in the Union
Alumni Room at 7:30 p.m. A historian of modern
Germany, McKale is the author of six books and
teaches a course on the Holocaust at Clemson.
He is frequently invited to participate in programs sponsored by the United States Holocaust
Education Foundation.
"[McKale] is one of our best-known German
historians," said Donald Nieman, chairman of
the history department. "This is not a lecture
that is aimed at a professional audience. This is

one that is aimed at a general audience and one
that I think a general audience will find very enlightening."
The lecture is titled "The Germany Army and
the Holocaust" and is free and open to the public.
The role of the German Army in the Holocaust
has been heavily debated by historians, Holocaust specialists and the German public. Critics
argue that the Army was deeply involved in the
Holocaust.
McKale will present some of the controversial
information that comes from research conducted by German and American historians.
University Professor David Weinberg teaches
a course on modern Germany. He said he believes McKale will present a valid point.

For more information, contact Nieman at
372-2030.

CONSIDERING A CHIROPRACTIC CAREER?
CONSIDER LOGAN AS ITS FOUNDATION.

Logan College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications
for our 1995 entering classes in
January, May, and &ptember.
Required at time of entry:
■Specific degree-level coursework from an
accredited college or university.
■A personal interest in a career as a primary care
physician.
Logan College offers:
■A professional school of 800 students with an
extremely low student/faculty ratio.
■Preparation for a career as a doctor, licensed as a
Primary Healthcare Provider in the United States
and all Canadian provinces.
■In five academic years, a combination of basic
science and clinical science with clinical _
preparation, clinical performance, and chiropractic
concepts and practices.
■Accreditation by the Council on Chiropractic Education and the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools.
■A beautirul campus in the suburbs of a major metropolitan area with a low cost of living.
For complete information, just request our portfolio
by writing or calling, toll fret, 80O/782-J344
(in Canada. «t 800/533-9210).

LOGAN

COLLEGE*OF«CHIROPRACTIC
1851 Schoclllrr Road*Box 1065♦Chesterfield. MO 63006-1065
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WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.
id

JOEY US

^ FOR A BOUMFVL
EARLYAMER1CAN
HARVEST BUFFET
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ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
$10.95
.YOl'O/HEK 7<). lmil
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TOWERS WEST
RESTAURANT
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By Angelica D. Huesca
The BC News

University police have
made no arrests and still
have no suspects in the
vandalism of the bulletin
board representing the
events
hosted by
the Lesbian and
Gay Alliance.
The
bulletin
board, located in
front of
University Hall, was broken into and
a portion of a poster flier
was burned Friday night,
according to Barbara Waddell, public information
officer for public safety.
A guest on campus reportedly heard glass break
in front of University Hall,
she said.
When police arrived, they
discovered a single panel of
the glass of the bulletin
board broken and a comer
of one of the poster fliers
burned, Waddell said.
Cameron Underdown, a
member of LAG A said he is
uncertain about who vandalized the bulletin board.
"I am not quite sure if
this event was in response
to last week's articles [in
The BG News], but if it was,
I think it exemplifies the
ignorance people have
about gays and lesbians on
this campus," he said. "I'm
hoping awareness will increase at [the University],
and people will realize we
are no one to fear.

Suzanne Crawford, dean of
continuing education, said the
awards reflected well on both the
continuing education department
and the University as a whole.
She also praised BiesbrockDidham and the marketing department.

"A lot of the credit
goes to some really
talented students
who work here and
produce such
high-quality work."
Edieann
Biesbrock-Didham
director of marketing and
promotion

"This area has served us very
well and has won numerous
awards over the years," Crawford said. "The nice part is that
students are very involved in
this."

Department of Economics Scholarships*
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hood education conference last
fall.
Promotions for the University's Tchaikovsky and Russian
celebration last year received
best poster and best marketing
campaign awards.
A University publication titled
"The Evergreen Philosophy"
won awards of excellence in the
best booklet and best copywriting categories. The University
course catalog for the 1994 state
fire school also won in the best
catalog category.

BETTER THAN A FREE LUNCH

Delectable Desserts

4:30 - 6:30pm

A University professor and
administrator returned to the
University a few weeks ago with
seven awards for excellence for
her department and herself.
E d 1 ea nn
BiesbrockDidham, director of marketing and promotion for Continuing Education's international and
summer programs, accepte d seven
awards at the 1994 annual regional conference of the National
University Continuing Education
Association in Duluth, Minn.
Biesbrock-Didham supervises
a student-employed advertising
agency at the University that
works mainly in target-direct
marketing for special programs.
Biesbrock-Didham said she
was very pleased with the
awards.
"We were competing against
schools in the Big Ten that had
budgets a lot bigger than ours,"
Biesbrock-Didham said. "A lot of
the credit goes to some really
talented students who work here
and produce such high-quality
work."

The University was recognized
with an Award of Excellence in
the categories for best brochure
and best art design for pieces
used to promote an early child-

PrmRlboJBetJ
ComUiBens
Baked Potato
Homemade Whipped Pololon
Mttrd Vegetable Casserole
Corn
Bread Puddina
Assorted Salads
Fresh Baked Breads

i \c 11' i. is »i

~
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By Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

WHAT:
4 Scholarships for 1994-1995
AMOUNT: Two $1,000 scholarships
Two $500 Scholarships
HOW:
Apply to the Department of
Economics (3002 BAA)
Write an essay of 1,000 -1,500
words
WHO:
1. BGSU undergraduates of any
major
8. Must have minimum of 3.0 GPA

WHEN:

of

Waddell said the police
are continuing the investigation.

3. Must have completed 9 semester hours of
Economics as of January 1,1995.
Application and essay deadline is February 1,1995.
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WHY CHUCK BAILEY?
The Only Candidate with
Years of Actual Management
Experience - Responsible for:
■$354 Million in Deposits
■ 154 Associates and 15 Offices
■Operation of 96 Banking Offices

"BAILEY MEANS BUSINESS"

7BRILEY
WOOD COUNTY AUDITOR

PAID FOB BY BAILEY FOR AUDITOR COMMITTEE. JEFF SMITH. TREASURER. 1501 CEDAR LANE, BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Can't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last so to So years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $ioo each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $i38,2oa* by the time
you reach age o5. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $ao3 each month
to reach the same goal.

One is SiCver S\ndthe, Otfttrs
Gotdi

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans ^5 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?

65 ■ 75% OFF Retail Prices Everyday
B.G. Gold & Silver offers the finest selection of lOkt,
14kt, 18kt Gold, Sterling Silver, Diamonds, Pendants.
Precious Gems, Precious Metals, and Coins.
We buy or sell. Plus we offer Estate Appraisals.

*«£

Start planning your future. Cull our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

&%%£

Ensuring die future
for those who shape It."

v.

&?

/

1/2 SALE
Get half of your total purchase in FREE
Jewelry of your choice

B.G.
Gold & Silver
933 S. Main - Suite B • 354-8714

Hrg; Mon - Thure 10am-6pm; Fri.-Sat 10am-8pm; Sun. Closed
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CLIP AND SAVE THIS

SAMPLE BALLOT
TO TAKE TO THE POLLS ON
ELECTION DAYTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8
YOUR 1994 WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT
[Y,.ii may Iwallv ukf lhi>Samplr Ballot
in with yuu whi-n yrni vtilf)
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Graduate student Rajat Mukherjee lay on the side of the road
across from Olscamp Hall while Bowling Green Fire Department
rescue workers prepare to transfer him to Wood County Hospital.

Mukherjee was struck by a motorist while riding his bicycle east
on Ridge Street.

University student hits bicyclist
By Nicole Pankuch
The BG News
A University student was
struck by the car of another student on Ridge Street Monday
evening.
Rajat Mukherjee, a graduate
student from India, was riding
his bike from the Mathematical
Science Building to the Student

Recreation Center when another
Mukherjee said he tried to get
student pulled out of a driveway out of the way but could not avoid
near Olscamp Hall and hit him at being hit.
about 6 p.m.
He was taken to Wood County
"I was riding on the right side Hospital, where he was treated
of the road when a car came from and released for a broken leg and
somewhere near Olscamp and contusions, according to Diane
pulled out without looking," Aurand, nursing supervisor.
Mukherjee said. "[The driver]
"I have no bad feelings toward
did not look at the road, turned, the driver and do not know if I
am going to press charges,"
and hit my left leg."

Awards will honor
alumnus, student
By Crlstl Ellwood
The BG News
Nominations are now being accepted for the 16th Annual
Alumni of the Year Award and an
accompanying student scholarship from the College of Education and Allied Professions.
To be considered for this award, an alumnus must have
either a graduate or undergraduate degree from the University
and have a minimum of five
years of experience in his or her
chosen field.
A $500 scholarship is being offered in conjunction with the award to a freshman, sophomore
or junior who is majoring in the
same field as the chosen alumnus.
The student award will be
named after the alumnus recipient.
Student and alumni nominations should be submitted no
later than Jan. 1 to Les Sternberg
in Room 444 of the Education
Building.
Students' eligibility will be
based on their grades, a comprehensive interview and the
"commitment shown by volunteering to his or her discipline," said Sternberg, dean of
the College of Education and Allied Professions.
Ncs.-:V 5--J5 SPRING B«f»K

Alumni nominations must explain why the person was nominated, previous accomplishments and contain a description
of any volunteer experience.
Both student and alumni nominations will be reviewed by a
committee. Three student finalists will be chosen, and the chosen alumnus will make the final
decision.
"[Nominations] can come from
various disciplines and all departments of divisions within
Education and Allied Professions," Sternberg said.
Winners will be announced in
April.

GREENWOOD COIN
LAUNDRY
onen 7 davs a week
«' us do your laundry
50V per pound
drop off available
353-SUDS
1616 E. VVooster
across from Chi Chi's

Mukherjee said.
As far as medical expense is
concerned, Mukherjee said he
has no idea how he will handle it.
"I am going home to India and
have no idea how I will pay for
this," Mukherjee said.
"Grad students, as well as any

Sec BICYCLIST, page seven.

$200 Charge Option starts
NOVEMBER 11, 1994!
For the following ...

ROBERT L. BURCH, JR.
PETER LAWSON JONES
For Governor/Lt. Governor
LEE FISHER
For Attorney General
RANDALL W. SWEENEY
For State Auditor
DAN BRADY
For Secretary of State
BARBARA SYKES
For Treasurer of State
JOEL HYATT
For United States Senate
JARROD TUDOR
For Representative to Congress (5th District)
MARCY KAPTUR
For Representative to Congress (9th District)
ALICE ROBIE RESNICK
For Justice of the Ohio Supreme Court
J. ROSS HAFFEY
For Justice of the Ohio Supreme Court
BRUCE D. PURDY
For State Representative
SUSAN L. WYNN
For Wood County Commissioner
CHARLES M. BAILEY
For Wood County Auditor

On Cain pus

Q90 Meal
Plans
Minimum
Comfort
Super
Super Plus
National Merit
University Food Operations

NEW VOICES
FOR CHANGE
-FOR
WOOD COUNTY
• Voices Of Experience
• Voices Of Leadership
• Voices Of Service

"IN A BIND?,
WHY WAIT IN LINE"

Save 15%
on Laundry or Dry Cleaning

with this coupon
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CHARLES M.
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Locksmiths key to unlocking doors
By Nicole Pankuch
The BC News
It is five minutes before class
and the car keys are locked in the
car. There is no other option -- call the locksmith.
Students will inevitably encounter the dilemma of locking
their keys in their car or losing
their car keys at least once in
their lives.
Most students think they
should call the police. However,
police will not unlock cars unless
there are extenuating circumstances, according to Sgt. Al
Vord of the Bowling Green Police
Division.
"We only unlock cars for elderly people or if a person has
locked his [or her] child in the
car," Vord said.
The police used to unlock cars,
but because of the liability in-

volved, they have stopped.
"Today's technology makes It
harder to get into cars, and we
might end up breaking the locks,
causing us to have to pay for
them," Vord said.
If students do call the police to
get their car unlocked, they will
be told to call one of the area's
locksmiths.
The Brass Key Shop, 409 N.
Main St., has been unlocking cars
for 15 years, according to owner
Bill Mandlebaum.
"We get a lot of calls from students who have locked their car
keys in their cars or simply lost
their keys," Mandlebaum said.
"Business for unlocking cars
usually picks up when the students come back to school."
For a charge of $22 during regular business hours, more during
weekends and after-hours, students can have the Brass Key

"We get a lot of calls from students who have
locked their car keys in their cars or simply
lost their keys. Business for unlocking cars
usually picks up when the students come
back to school."
Bill Mandlebaum
owner of The Brass Key Shop
The Crawford Lock and Key
Shop at the scene of their predishop, 906 E. Napoleon Rd., also
cament within 10 minutes.
"We have trouble with the deals with the locked-keys-in-car
newer-model cars and the more dilemma.
"We get calls from students,
expensive cars because the manufacturers make them harder to but their business does not really
get into," Mandlebaum said. "We pick up any time of year," owner
don't use a coat hanger anymore, Jerry Crawford said.
Crawford offers 24-hour
like we did in the good old days."
Mandlebaum does use an ex- emergency service with a guartensive set of tools and a manual, antee of no damage to the car,
and he said he just finished a provided no one else has tried to
open it before they arrive.
class on automotive updating.

"With a guarantee, we have to
be the best at [unlocking cars],"
Crawford said.
The cost is $20 during regular
business hours but can be more
after hours, depending on the
time and the situation, Crawford
said.
Crawford said the fee to unlock
a car is very reasonable, although people are used to having
it done by the police for free in
the past.
"When you compare the price
to unlock a car to having a plumber come out, the cost is very
reasonable," Crawford said. "It
is not a lot of money to have [the]
problem solved within 10 to IS
minutes."
The Crawford Lock and Key
shop also makes keys for people
who have lost their keys and
deals with broken keys in the ignition, Crawford said.

Police purchase motorcycle
to enhance law enforcement
with a radar, lights and sirens, he
said.
"This bike can do anything a
patrol car can do, except haul
yards during the summer, the prisoners," Ash said.
officer patrolling the neighborhoods on the motorcycle will
more easily be able to stop and
talk to the residents and hear "Sometimes traffic is
their concerns," Ash said.
so heavy we can't get
Ash said the motorcycle was
purchased with money received to the scene of an
from trading in motorcycles that accident. The
had been seized by the police demotorcycle will help
partment during arrests.
tool between the police division
and the community.
"When people are out in their

ByJImVlckers
The BC News
Traffic violators in Bowling
Green should not be surprised if
they see a motorcycle with flashing lights in their rear view mirror.
The Bowling Green Police Division recently purchased a
BMW police motorcycle to help
with law enforcement in the city.

"Sometimes traffic is so heavy
we can't get to the scene of an
accident," Bowling Green Police
"This is kind of a luxury item,
Chief Galen Ash said. "The so we want the public to know
motorcycle will help us in those that no tax dollars were used to
cases."
buy this," Ash said.

us in those cases."

Galen Ash
Bowling Green police chief

Ash said the motorcycle will
also serve as a public relations

The motorcycle was especially

m\mmmmmmmmmmmmmm^

Ash said that, weather permitting, the motorcycle will be used
for patrolling nine months out of
the year.

HURRY!

Did you catch the wave?

HOMECOMING DIRECTOR
applications available!!

CHARLES M. BAILEY

SUSAN L. WYNN

FOB WCOO COUNTY AUDITOR

FOR WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER

NEW VOICES
FOR CHANGE
-FOR
WOOD COUNTY
• Voices Of Experience
• Voices Of Leadership
• Voices Of Service

DUE IN 8858© OFFICE, ROOM 330 UNION
BY MONDAY, NOV. 14TH - 5PM
(pick them up there too!)

call 2-2343 for more information
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COMPUTER SCIENCE/COMPUTER ENGINEERING GRADUATES
Computer Methods Corporation (CMC) is a
last-growing $32 million computer consulting
company. With our recent ranking by Oui'n S
Detroit Business as a leading Detroit-area
computer company, CMC makes an excellent
choice for college graduates. When you start
with us, you'll receive the technical support
you need, and work In a progressive
environment that allows you to excel
and achieve your goals at your

Y(w first

ItlOVP """""

■ ■■WWW You can build your skills
■
In a variety of areas, with the
Iff IJ C W chance lo move up based on
' ■ your talent and ambition.
A variety of opportunities are
available throughout southeastern
Michigan For more information,
Moke it count with we twite you to meet with us
acompfjBfonlwwayup. on campus.
Interview
r, November 15,1994
9am-4pm
Please check wi ih the Career Placement
CKBce lor more Information.
M you want lo make your first career move a
strong one, be sure to meet with us on
campus. If you're unable to attend, please
send your resume to: Camm> i Memoda
Corporation, Dea*. MM/AS, H74>Ml liaam
Kit, Livonia, M 48150; Fas (313) 522-2705.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

ortgnt.

SUSAN L.

WYNN
Wood County O

MEMBERS

ATTENTION BG
STUDENTS AND
FACULTY
Save more money than
ever before as a
member of Sam's Club
A representative will be
at the Bowling Green
Wal - Mart store on
NOV. 9TH & 10TH,
11AM-7PM
to sign you up for a
membership

By Nicole Pankuch
The BC News
Hostel isn't hotel spelled
incorrectly, it's an inexpensive place to stay while on
vacation.
Hostelling InternationalAmerican Youth Hostels is
a non-profit organization
that offers travelers an
inexpensive place to stay
while meeting new people
through their 150 hostels
nationwide.
"Hostels are inexpensive
accomodations for travelers of all ages that provide dorm-style sleeping
quarters for customers,"
said Toby Pyle, public relations director of HI-AYH.
The average cost of a
hostel is between $7 and $22
a night with a typical threeor five-day limit on the
length of time to stay.
HI-AYH hostels also
offer discounts on ski rentals and packages, museum
admissions and other programs such as walking
tours.
At the hostel in Ft.
Lauderdale, travelers can
learn SCUBA in six days for
only $150, and the hostel in
California's Sierra mountains offers introductory
skiing programs, according
to Pyle.
"There is a wide variety
of different programs at
each hostel that introduce
the traveler to the city and
area," Pyle said.
There is no age limit on
who can stay at the hostels,
and HI-AYH offers a membership discount card for
$25 that lasts 12 months and
is welcomed world- wide.
Bowling Green used to
have a hostel in the Wintergarden Park area, but it has
since been closed because
the owner retired, Pyle
said. Toledo's hostel has
also been closed due to lack
of travelers.
"There is not a lot of traffic in the Midwest as there
is on the East and West
coasts," said Elton Hammond, former president of
the Lima Council for
Hostelling International.
The use of hostels has increased lately because
hostels are cheaper than
hotels, and foreign travelers have Increased.
In Ohio, hostel owners do
not see a lot of travelers,
only about 30 to 40 per year,
Hammond said.

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
BGSU People's Choice Award
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Gunman storms school, killing one
By M.R. Kropko
The Associated Press

WICKLIFFE, Ohio - A gunman
wearing a camouflage outfit
opened fire in the office of a
school on Monday, killing a custodian and injuring three others,
including a police officer, authorities said.
The gunman was injured in a
shootout with police in a hallway.
None of the 500 students at
Wickliffe Middle School were
wounded, but one girl pushed
aside by the gunman was being
examined at a hospital.
Authorities said they did not
know why the man began shoot-

ing. He was identified as Keith A.
Ledeger, 37, whose last known
address was in Venice, Fla.
Police Chief Jim Fox said that
shortly after 2 p.m., Ledeger entered the school and asked for
Assistant Principal Jim Anderson, 47. At the office, he shot Anderson in the lower back and buttocks.
Custodian Pete Christopher,
41, confronted the gunman and
was shot in the chest and killed.
Ledeger then went running
down the hallways, shooting a
police officer in the stomach
near the main entrance of the
school. The officer's name was
not released.

BRANCH MANAGER
Ar.niut Vicrut PAINTING, INC. a leading rcadcnlial I
painting aoayaay seeks rcsuhj oriented I
individuals for summer '93 positions m I
Cincinnati. Columbus. Akrco. and Dayton.

Lowell Grimm, a teacher, also
was wounded. Grimm, SO, was
flown to MetroHealth Medical
Center by helicopter. He was in
surgery and listed in critical
condition.
The gunman returned to the office area and was in a hallway
when he exchanged shots with
another police officer. Ledeger
was wounded in the right hand,
right foot, stomach and buttocks.
There was no clear motive and
Ledeger had no previous encounters with Wickliffe police, Fox
said.
Ledeger was under the influence of alcohol, the police
chief said, quoting an officer assigned the guard the Ledeger at
the hospital.
Fox called the situation
"strange and bizarre."
"This is just a small town, and
we're happy that none of the

schoolchildren were hurt, even
though school was in session," he
said.
A student, 11-year-old Tanya
Krishak, saw the shooting but
was not hurt.
"I saw this guy and he had a
gun, a rifle," the 6th-grader said.
"It was really big and he was
pointing it at the custodian... He
told me to move and I got out.
Then when I closed the door, he
shot and I started to run.
"I was really scared that guy
was going to come after me. I
started crying and I ran to my
classroom... Then the teacher
said for everyone to get down on
the floor and I remember thinking. This is really big now,'" she
said.
Wickliffe, Ohio police officers watch technicians search for evidence
"We can't even be safe in our at Wickliffe Middle School after a gunman opened fire Monday, killing
own school," she added.
one man and Injuring three others.
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•
Competitive earnings
•
Resume budding management experience
•
Comprehensive training program
•
Possible Internships for related majors
•
Excellent advancement opportunities

Bruce

Qualified applicants will passes the following:
•
One year previous painting experience
•
Strong rnterperscoal skiUs
•
Demonstrable leadership abilities
•
Effective plartrtma/oraanizatiaoa) skills
•
Previous supervisory experience helpful

=^= for State Representative

For more information phone 1 -800-775-4745 or
forward resume to:
28115 Little Mack
SL Clair Shores. MI 48081

ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING, INC.

Continued from page five.

students, aren't able to pay hospital rates," said Sanjeev Chaudhuri, a friend of the victim.
University police arrived at
the accident scene and were still
working on the report at press
time.

PURDY

As a student, Bruce understands
the need for equity in education.
As a legislator, Bruce will fight
hard to ensure educational
opportunities for all Ohioans.
Paid for by tho Purriy (or SUM HiprwW^ ComrnMoo, Jason SonomhoiA Traa*. 212 Found**. BO. O403

On November 8,
Remember to
VOTE
PURDY for
Representative

Police cannot release the name
of the driver who hit Mukherjee
because the case is still under investigation, said Sgt. Tim Guthrie. University police officer.
"I still need to talk to [Mukherjee] before I can make a determination whether or not to
cite [the driver]," Outline said.

FALCON BASKETBALL HOME EXHIBITION TONIGHT...WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8 P.M.
Come preview both the men's and women's Falcon basketball teams vs. Athletics-ln-Action.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portraits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Basketball squads set to tip-offseason
By Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
After less than a month of
practice, the Bowling Green basketball teams will get a chance to
Hit the hardwood Tuesday night
at Anderson Arena for real - sort
of.
Both the men's and women's
squads will play exhibition
games against a select group of
players from Athletes In Action.
Tip-off for the women's game
is 5:45 p.m., while the men's
contest is slated for an 8:00 start.
Jim Larranaga, currently in his
ninth season as the men's head
coach, said that the game will
provide his players with an opportunity to play against some
competition other than them•selves.
"It's a good opportunity to get
some game action against another team," Larranaga said.
"We expect the players to come
•out and really give a strong
effort. I think what we'll do is attempt to play everyone. I don't
really expect anyone to play
more than 20-25 minutes."
While there are four new faces
on this year's roster (Mike
Cavey, Mark Hagemann, Dayon
Ninkovic and Denny Amrhein),
only Amrhein is likely to see a lot
of action this season.
"We have two players in

Hagemann and Cavey that we
will be red-shirting this season,
and we're thinking about doing
the same thing with Ninkovic,"
Larranaga said. "But Denny will
definitely see action Tuesday
night and in the season."
Larranaga has the luxury of
red-shirti..g these players because he has a strong core of veteran players returning this
season. Most notable among
them is senior center Shane
Kline-Rum inski.
Ruminski, a preseason MAC
first-team selection, is coming
off a year in which he led the
Falcons in scoring and rebounding.
"I think that the experience of
our seniors will be a key to our
success this year," Larranaga
said. "Shane Kline.Ruminski is
coming off a great year, but he
should be better this season.
Really, all of the seniors have
been practicing very hard, and I
expect them to play well this
season.
"All of the underclassmen have
come back bigger and better this
season as well."
Larranaga said that his major
goal during the preseason exhibition games is to concentrate on
the defensive aspect of the game.
"As always, our main emphasis
in the preseason is to increase
our defensive efforts," Larran-

aga said. "If we can do that it
means that we'll gain more possessions each game, which will
lead to increased scoring."
While Larranaga is in the enviable position of returning all of
his starting players, women's
head coach Jaci Clark is not.
Clark will be without the services of three of last year's top
players in Lori Albers, Talita
Scott and Susie Casscll, who were
all lost to graduation. The trio
combined to average more than
37 points and 15 rebounds per
contest.
"We have a new group of
players who are very eager for
their chance to show their basketball skills in more than a
reserve role," Clark said. "The
players on the team this year
want to show that they can be an
outstanding team, too. They're
excited about the season, despite
The BC Newi«Ml We lime r
the fact there will be some
changes and some players will Antonio Daniels squares off against an Eastern Michigan defender during a game last year.
have to take on new roles."
With the absence of Albers,
Scott and Cassell, senior forward
Michelle Shade will become the
focal point of the offense this
season. Shade proved last year
that she is capable of scoring by
averaging 15.9 points per contest.
"Without a doubt we are going
to lean very heavily on Michelle
Shade, not only for scoring but in
Klingler, a third-year pro, has
Starting again Sunday while
other areas as well," Clark said. By Joe Kay
Klingler recovered from a one year left on a contract that
AP Sports Writer
sprained knee, Blake got Cincin- will pay him a reported $1.7 milCINCINNATI
The Cin- nati its first win with the best lion this year. He lobbied to recinnati Bengals have gone from passing performance by a Bengal main the starter even though he
in four years. He threw for 387 was hurt, and stopped talking to
bleak to Blake.
Jeff Blake has energized the yards - 121 more than Klingler's reporters last week when Blake
NFL's sad-sack team, gotten it a career high - in a 20-17 overtime kept the job for a second week.
Shula plans to handle the situawin, and won a starting job in the victory in Seattle.
How impressive was Blake in tion one week at a time. He said
process. Coach Dave Shula announced Monday that Blake will only his second NFL start? He Klingler is healthy enough to reremain the starter this week completed 31-of-43 and his only sume practicing Wednesday and
off returns for a league-record against Houston even though interception went off a receiver's could be the backup this week.
435 all-purpose yards. He also set David Klingler is healthy enough chest; he hit Damay Scott in
Shula declined to answer quesMAC season records for rushing to practice.
stride on a 76-yard pass in over- tions about whether Blake could
(1,749 yards) and all-purpose
Shula emphasized that the time to set up the winning kick; be the starter for the rest of the
(2,087) yards. His five touch- move isn't permanent, but it's he handled the Seahawks' myriad season.
downs tied a MAC record, as do hard to imagine Klingler getting coverages with ease.
"I'm not going to answer that,"
his 19 touchdowns this season.
And, perhaps most impressive, he said. "We're going to keep
his job back anytime soon under
O'Neill, a freshman from the circumstances.
he got the NFL's worst team be- playing it out the way we've been
Twinsburg, led the Falcons with
Something improbable has lieving in itself. Everyone gave playing it out."
16 tackles in a 22-16 victory over happened to a downtrodden team him credit for the turnaround As a practical matter, there's
Kent. He also had two tackles for since Blake became the starting 1 one player suggested the team's no way Shula could go back to
minus 6 yards and a first-quarter quarterback two weeks ago. The second-half slogan should be Klingler right now. The Bengals
interception that ended a Kent Bengals (1-8) have started play- "8-and-8 With Blake."
play at home the next two weeks,
threat at the BG 8-yard line. De- ing like a respectable team and
"Jeff gives us a different view against Houston and Indianapospite only starting the last two fans have started talking about of what's going to happen every lis, and fans were disgruntled
games, O'Neill ranks third on the them again.
Sunday," defensive tackle Keith with Klingler even before Blake
team with 66 tackles.
"People are excited now," Rucker said. "Winning is about showed them how the offense
Originally a walk-on who has Shula said Monday. "I have a team chemistry and our chem- could work.
now earned a scholarship, O'Neill sense of that."
On the other hand, Klingler
istry is better with Jeff. My inhas led the Falcons in tackles for
There was little to talk about tention is to finish .500 and I can won't be happy playing backup.
the last two weeks. In his first until Klingler and backup Don guarantee you everybody in this Shula tried to call him Monday to
collegiate start against Miami Hollas got hurt in an Oct. 23 loss locker room wants to do that, inform him of the decision to
last week, O'Neill was credited at Cleveland, thrusting an inex- too."
stick with Blake.
with 14 tackles which included a perienced Blake into the starter's
"I'm concerned about his menBut Blake's success provides a
six-yard sack and another tackle role. He led the Bengals to the dilemma as well: How do they tal outlook," Shula said. "Dave
for a loss of one yard.
verge of a huge upset in his first build on Blake's performances has worked very, very hard to be
successful here and at times has.
without alienating Klingler?
NFL start, a 23-20 loss to Dallas.

BG linebacker selected as
MAC player of the week
Pruitt, a senior from Saginaw,
Mich., rushed for a MAC-record
TOLEDO - Bowling Green in- 356 yards on 39 carries and
side linebacker Kevin O'Neill scored five touchdowns in a 45-27
and Central Michigan running victory over Toledo. The 356
back Brian Pruitt have been se- yards was the most by any NCAA
lected as the players of the week Division I-A back this season. He
in the Mid-American Conference. also had 79 yards on three kickThe Associated Press

We Care About
The Water
Watermill
IMcnrgsS
You Drink™
TRY

WATERMILL
EXPRESS®
- LOCATED AT:

989
S. Main,
(next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Gr
jrreen

or

1058 N. Main
(in front of T.C.B.Y.)

Bowling Green
O Computer monitored Safety Shut-Down System
O Tested by the State
ONAMA Approved
O Just 25' a gallon
O Serviced and Sanitized Daily
O Unique 8-stage R.O. purification process
O Self-Serve: You fill your own clean bottle
O Open 2-i hours a day
WATERMILL EXPRESS5 removes if present:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

/ Herbicides
/Nitrates
/ Chemicals
/Fertilizers
/ Insecticides
/ Chlorine
/ Radon
/ Rust
/ Bacteria
/Arsenic
/ Detergents
/Mercury

/ THM's
/ PCB's
/ Asbestos
/ Sediment
/Lead
/ Spores
/Algae
/ Viruses
/ Sodium
/ Cysts
/ Foul Odor
/ and other impurities

Blake leads bleak Bengals
back under victory column

The BG News
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Falcon swimmers BG looks ahead
double up losses to CMU contest
By Scott Brown
The BC News
Cheryl Patteson won a pair
of events, but there were few
other highlights for the Bowling Green swimming team
Saturday in their double-dual
meet at Notre Dame University in South Bend, Ind. The
men's and women's squads
both fell to the Irish and to
Texas Christian and fell to 0-2
on the season in the process.
Traci Sanderson won the
three-meter diving competition, but no other Falcon
swimmer posted a win in an
event. It was Bowling Green's
first team meet of the season.
"It was a long afternoon for
us," head coach Brian Gordon
said. "I said last week that we
could go in, go 0-2, and still
have swam a good meet. But
we didn't swim very well at
all."
On the women's side. Bowling Green fell to Notre Dame,
152-91 and Texas Christian,
143-100. The Irish came out
the overall winner on the
women's side by beating TCU,
144-97.
The Falcons did not fare any
better on the men's side. They
fell to the hosts, 120-86 and
Texas Christian, 150-57. TCU
easily out-distanced Notre
Dame, 132-72, to win the men's
meet.
Patteson took home the titles in the 200-yard individual
medley and the 200-yard
breaststroke. Her time in the
breaststroke was 2:22.53, beating her nearest competitor by

over three seconds. She won
the medley in 2:07.43.
"Cheryl did a nice job winning both of those races, but I
blame myself because she
didn't win a third," Gordon
said. "She wanted the outside
lane, and I let her go there.
But if she would have been on
the inside next to the swimmers who were challenging
her, she may have been able to
gauge what they were doing
better and respond to it."
Patteson came in a close
third in the 200-yard butterfly,
coming within a second of the
top spot. She is the two-time
defending MAC Women's
Swimmer of the Year.
Sanderson scored a 237.85 in
the three-meter diving competition to take first place. Gordon was pleased with her performance, as well.
"She had a couple of really
nice dives," Gordon said.
"That was a good competition
for her."
As for the rest of the women's and men's teams, the
youth and inexperience
showed.
After being very competitive at last week's Tom Stubbs
Relays, the teams took a step
backward against TCU and the
Irish. A lack of depth on the
men's side, particularly in the
50 freestyle and 200 breaststroke, continued to be a problem.
"Things snowballed on us,"
he said. "I realize that we
overachieved last week, but I
don't think we're as bad as we
showed at Notre Dame."

By Christian Pelutl
The BG News
Bowling Green head coach
Gary Blackney always says the
most important game is the next
game. His adage is never more
appropriate than this week: the
Mid-American Conference title
is on the line as the Falcons face
Central Michigan University.
The Chippewas bring a record
of 8-2 (7-1 in MAC) to Doyt L.
Perry Stadium Saturday at 12:30
p.m. to battle for a trip to the Las
Vegas Bowl.
"I've never been part of a bigger game in all of my coaching
career," Blackney said. "The
reason for that is that here we sit
9-1 coming in against a team at
8-2, and the whole season boils
down to one game, 60 minutes.
"You don't win this game, you're sitting 9-2 and you're miserable for a year, because that is
just what I'll be," he added.
Central Michigan is the only
MAC opponent to defeat Bowling

j»

Just over a month ago, the
Bowling Green volleyball team
handled Akron In three games at
Anderson Arena Friday, the Zips
returned the favor by dropping
the Falcons in four games.
The Falcons jumped out and
won the first match 15-4 before
losing the next three, 3-15, 14-16
and 10-15.
The loss drops the Falcons'
overall record to 13-11 and 10-5
in Mid-American Conference action.
Despite dropping the final
three games against the Zips, BG
came back strong Saturday to
win a tough three-game match
against the Golden Flashes of
Kent State.
Bowling Green took the first
two contests 15-13 before putting
Kent away in the third game,
15-11.
BG sophomore Lori Hilton said
that the major difference between Friday and Saturday was
that the Falcons communicated
with each other much better

against Kent.
"I think the communicaton on
the floor really picked up against
Kent," Hilton said. "We talked to
each other a lot and didnt let our
mistakes bother us.
"If you dont communicate in
volleyball, it's hard to get the
offense going because nobody
really knows what each other is
doing."

'•St**'
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Green in the Blackney era, dating back to the 1991 season. That
loss occurred last year in Mount
Pleasant, 17-15.
In that game, running back
Brian Pruitt ran for 105 yards.
This year he leads the nation in
rushing with 1,749 yards. Pruitt
is also coming off a school record
breaking performance in the
Chippewas' 45-27 victory over
Toledo, in which he ran for 356
yards and five touchdowns.
Blackney believes, however,
that CMU is not a onedimensional team, but chooses to
do so because it has been successful for them.
"[Quarterback] Erik Timpf,
you look at what he did to Miami
when Pruitt went out of the game
injured - he took over the game,"
Blackney said. "He can make
plays, he can run around and
[wide out] Terrance McMillan is
a great athlete."
The key is still to contain
Pruitt possibly the best back the
Falcons will face all year.
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Tony Everhart looks over a Kent receiver after a failed pan attempt
during BG's 22-16 victory over the Golden Flashes.

Simpson trial ends in hung jury
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - The trial of an
ex-Ohio State basketball player
accused of hitting his former
girlfriend ended Monday in a
hung jury.
But Assistant City Prosecutor
Denice Weinberg said her office
plans to retry Greg Simpson on
Dec. 7.
"The jury had some tough decisions to make," Weinberg said.
"There was no videotape of the
incident to present. The jury had

taking place in and around the
Ohio State Student Union. Simpson denied the allegations.
"The state was unable to establish the burden of proof, so in
that sense it's a victory for Greg
Simpson," said Michael Mihlbaugh, one of Simpson's lawyers.
"At least one juror believed
strongly in his innocence.
"But a retrial would represent

to judge the credibility of the
witnesses."
A Franklin County Municipal
Court jury deliberated a total of
five hours on Friday and Monday
before informing Judge Lisa Sadler it could not reach a verdict.
Simpson, a Lima native, was
charged with misdemeanor assault for allegedly hitting Andrea
Pitts on Sept. 24.
Simpson and Pitts, who have
three children together, both testified during the four-day trial.
She described several assaults

Another positive that the Falcons found in their win against
KSU was a solid performance at
the net.
"I think that we slowed down a
lot of balls at the net," Hilton
said. "We might not have put a lot
of them to the floor, but we were
able to slow them up which
makes it a lot easier on your defense. It also discourages and can

a singling out of Greg Simpson,
since in a misdemeanor case a
second jury trial is probably unprecedented," he said.
Mihlbaugh said Simpson needs
to be able to make decisions
about his future.
"The only drawback to Greg
Simpson is that he has to get on
with his life and make a decision
about his future," he said.
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Volleyball team splits matches
The BG News
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Bagels with
purchase
of a dozen
exp. 11/24/94 BGcc
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even intimidate the other teams."
Although the Falcons played
well against Kent, Hilton said
that the team knows that there is
still room for improvement before the MAC tournament, which
begins next weekend.
"We're playing pretty well
right now, but I think there is
still a lot of progress to be
made," Hilton said.

1

Bagel with any.
cream cheese

Eggel
with cheese

990 : 990

exp. 11/24/94 BGcc

1

exp. 11/24/94 BGcc

Bruce

LIVE! VIA SATELLITE

PURDY

Wednesday, November 9
113 Olscamp Hall
1:00-3:00 pm
followed bu o panel
discussion with BGSU
respondents
Sponsored by the Human Relations
Commission and the Office
of Multicultural Affairs

___ for State Representative

Remember to cast your vote
today. Your vote Does make a
difference! Voting is in the
Commons until 7:30 P.M.
Pad toe Dy the Purely Cor Stale Representative Committee. Jason Sonenshem Treas 212B Founders, BG 43403

HOME SWEET HOME...FALCON FOOTBALL vs. CENTRAL...SATURDAY 12:30 PM!
MAC SHOWDOWN! Help keep their home unbeaten streak alive! FREE GIVE A WA YS!

UNIVERSITY UNION

SUSAN L.

♦Best Values on Campus

WYNN

■ MM \S\VI IC4MMI

MORE THAN A NAME...
• Full Time Commitment
< Service to County Residents
> Continued Hard_Worh
SUE'S COMMITMENT:
• Fiscal responsibility
• Crime prevention
• Family standards and values
• Economic development
• Quality education
• Senior citizens concerns
• Youth opportunities ■
Paid lor by the Wynn for Commissioner Campaign: Jackie Shaffer Treasurer,
18510 Pembervllle Road, Pemberville, Ohio 43450

Valparaiso University, ranked »1 In the Midwest Region by US. JVeuis A World Report
119941. Invites you to leam about Its School of Law. Located only an hour from
Chicago In northwest Indiana. Valparaiso University School of Law offers a quality
legal education In a close-knit campus setting. In addition to an excellent faculty,
the law school offers students exceptional educational opportunities such as:
• Summer 1903 - Justice Autonln Scalia, U.S. Supreme Court,
Instructor, summer law program in Cambridge, England.
•Fall 1993 • 7th Circuit Court of Appeals, live csse deliberation,
Valparaiso University School of Law Stride Courtroom.
• Spring 1904 - Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, U.S. Supreme Court,
lecturer. Seegera Lecture Series.
• Summer 1994 - Justice Ruth Bader Glnsburg. U.S. Supreme Court,
instructor, summer law program in Cambridge, England.
• Commencement 1995 - Chief Justice William Rehnqulat. U.S.
Supreme Court, keynote speaker.
• Summer 1995 - Chief Justice Rehnquist, Instructor, summer law
program In Cambridge, ffnglfml,
Visit our recruiter to leam more about what Valparaiso University School of Law has
to offer - Including Stride Scholarships for students with outstanding credentials (full
tuition t $10,000 stipend! - or call 1-800-262-0656 today!

Visit our campus recruiter - Thur., Nov. 10
Call Career Services for time and location.

N.Y.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
lucl Sdlo'1 & linked p(>!(il(>

On-:* 3-7.M.
,: (ircis no

| '

I

DAY
BOWL-N-GREENERY

Tijuana
Tuesday
$4.95

j^

Make your own
tacos, fajltai,
burrltoi and
chlmlchangas.
incI: Complete salad bar, taco
salad, baked potato and
unlimited beverage.

I ©PEN 4:30-7™
I* All students meal plan
cards accepted

Classifieds
The BG News
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CAMPUS EVENTS

UAOUAOUAOUAO

ATTENTION COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
No Maetjng Tonight
See you @ The Victory Partyll

Did you know that UAOis
continuously recruiting new
committee membersl?i YOU
CAN STILL JOINI Call the
UAO office at 2-2343
to find out howl

7:30 Ice Arena
• FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOC. '
FMA's 3rd go nor al meeting
will be Nov. Dal 8pm
inMcFMAMCnMy.
Com* tea a gf sal speaker
wi m a loi □( experience

n modeling

5 30 Leave for Columbus
BGSU Irish Club
Hey, next meoBng tonight. 930 in Room 103
BA. Possible guest speaker, new information,
a whole plethora ot exciting events are on tap.
(NO. not mat type ol tapl) Make sure to be
rfwel

UAOUAOUAOUAO

BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB

CITY EVENTS
REMEMBER TO VOTE:
PURDY FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
TODAYI

-WE CARE "WE CARE"

There is a mandatory meeting
for those members going or planning
on going to Aspen. Final
payment is due as well
as condo assign menls.
Meeting time 9:00pm Tue. Nov. 8
in 113 BA. New members
always welcome. For more information

WE'RE STILL ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS TO BE ON THE
ORIENTATION STAFF FOR NEXT YEARI

call 3542620.
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB

I Ann. SKI RACERS I
11 • not loo late lo join the BGSU skj team
Mandatory Heeling
Triurs 11/10. O.OOom
1030E.Wooster
Yellow house across Irom Rodgers

Questions? Call 352-6266
•UU.R"

(THIS INCLUDES ANYONE INTERESTED
IN BEING A LEADER OR HOST)
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
ROOM 405 STUDENT SERVICES, AND
MUST BE RETURNED BY 5:00PM ON
NOVEMBER I4TH.
•WE CARE "WE CARE"
"NEVER AGAIN"
Responsible Decisions About
Drinking and Driving
Meeting Tonight I
9pm tn T a it Room
3rd Floor Union
New Members Wile oma'
— PSICHI&UPA™
Next Meeting Tues. Nov 7
Come meet others with
interests in Psychology
ft have a Great time
doingttlRm. toePsycn
9:00TONIGHTIII
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Tuesday. Nov. 8th at 7:30pm
Formal Meeting in 116 BA
Speaker: Glen Shumate
Public Relations tor the Cleveland Indlsns
AS ID
American Society ot Interior Design
Student Chapter
MeeDng
When: Nov. 9.8:30
Where: Gallena/Applied Human Ecology
Speaker: Maura Johnson on
Historic Preservation
Come Check It Outl

Attention BG Community!
A A G S A First Fall Formal Nov. 19
Tickets to go on sale Nov. 7-12. Bam-1pm,
in MA.P. Otiice in 424 Student Services
Cost: Students $10. FacvliyrSialf $20
For Table Setongs or more info:
Call 372-2978
Proceeds to Benefit Project Search.

L anguage Requiremenl? Do it in
FRANCE THIS SUMMER
For more information:
General Meeting, Tues. Nov. 15
8 p m French House
or cal Romance Languages
2-2687 or 2-8278

1-4 Subteasers for spacious 2 bdrm. apartment Near campus, available for Spring.
$38S/monih . gas. Call: 352-2139. leave
message.

Need experience in public relations, advertising or teaching? STEP 1 is tor YOUI Applications available in 310 Student Services. Deadline is November 22. Cal 2-2130.

Female Roommate Spring '95
8224/mo. induces util
Close to campus.
Call sooni 352-1886

NO
(it's not loo late!)

Bloodmobile is coming!!!
Bloodmob.le is cominglll
Bloodmobile Is cominglll
10:30-4:30 in the NE Commons
Nov -4-18 Call 352-4575to
make an appointment.
C.A.R.E.-A-THON
Dance Marathon
Can you survive 15 hrs.7
Nov. 11-12 si CHyPsrk
Country tine dancing, karaoke
early '80 s music, pnzes
free food and tons morel
Come expenence the elegance of
JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY
presented by the BGSU Japanese Club
and Mrs. Akiko Jones
Tuesday. November 8in the NAKAMOTO
GALLERY in THE FINE ARTS CENTER
9:00PM
DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Inlormasonal Meeting
Tuesday, November 15,1994:8:30pm
lOOOBABIeg
"Was a life changing experience!"
Ce;ar Oiveira. MBA student
For more into, call
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 353-3172
Dr.Chirtle 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday al 9:00
1003 BAA

Alt WELCOME!

SERVICES OFFERED
Offering services for:
House cleaning, leaf raking, and
pet sitting. Call 352-1789or 354-2324.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free ft confidential pregnancy tests,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 354-HOPE.

REMEMBER TO VOTE
lor
YOUR FELLOW STUDENT

Comer of 5th and High. Call 354-4098
Female Subteaser tor Spring -9S.
Very dose to campus. S150Vmo. ♦ uti.

352-3550
Female subleaser needed lor Spring.
Sth St., own room. $225,mo t oiec.
Please call Sarah at 353 3004.
Fox Run Apartmenttor sublease
Spring Semester: 2bedrooms,washer/
dryer. $700.rro Call 352-6053.

for State Representative
TODAY

ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW.
Own room. JldOvmo. + UDl

PERSONALS

On-campus students vole at
the NE. Commons
630am to 7:30pm
Pd. tor by the College Dems
Box 147, U. Hall

• WE CARE "WE CAREWE'RE STILL ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS TO BE ON THE
ORIENTATION STAFF FOR NEXT YEARI
(THIS INCLUDES ANVONE INTERESTED
IN BEING A LEADER OR HOST ALSO)
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
ROOM 405 STUDENT SERVICES, AND
MUST BE RETURNEDBY 5:00PMON
NOVEMBER 14TH.
• WE CARE "WE CARE"

"Reebok Body Walk"
the Energizing Fitness Walk
begins November 4th
Tuts, a Thuns. Noon- 1pm
Meet at SRCgazebo
372-7482 lor more info.
Sponsored by SRC and
Student WstlnessCenter
Applications are now available tor
STEP 1 in 310 Student Services. Must be
returned by Nov. 22 so hurryl Call 2-2130.
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS:
You can appeal your on-campus parking tickets. If you have read the parking rules and regulations and still believe you have mitigating
circumstances, appeal your ticket within 21
days to 405 Student Services. Student Court
will represent you.
BGNEWS
Endorses:
SIBBERSEN
GARDNER
LATTA

REMEMBER TO VOTE:
PURDY FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
TODAYI

Vote Today in the Commons

TONIOHTI

poMorOyBGSUCR's.
M. Naska treasurer
CHALLENGE YOURSELF!
HIGH ROPES COURSE ft CLIMBING WALL
in Columbus. OH I
ONLY $25 - BURSARABLE!
SUNDAY. NOV 13,9:30 AM TO 8:00 PM
SIGN UP IN THE UAO OFFICE, ROOM 330
UNION
NOV. 4 TO NOV. 9
cal for more info. 2-2343

The College of Musical Arts
Opera Theaier
presents
Albert Herring

Don't Mas OUTI
The best time lo gel your
flu .hot I. NOW!
Slop by the BG SU Health Center
Anytime Moa • Fri.
8 30am 11:30am or 1:30pm-3pm
Cost: 83.00 student
87.00 staff
FREE PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
Bloodmobile Is coming next
weekl Give the Gift ol Lite,
Give BloodlM
Nov. 14-18.10:30-4:30 in NE Commons.

Tickets:
$6, $8, $10
For reservations,
call 372-8171 or
(800) 589-2224

ORGANIZATIONS!!! Don't miss your chance
to be in the 1995 Key Yearbook. Time is running out Call 372-8086 lor details. Ask for Krietin or Sarah.

Female Sublessor Needed II
2 bdrm., own room, lots o! space
8945 for Spring Semester, negotiable

Resumes, Reports. Term Papers, Exams or
Thesis Papers typed neatly and quickly, S yra.
eip and reasonable rales. Call 354-7138.

See it all when you travel

November 11 & 12
8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical
Arts Center, BGSU

Order of Omega
Meeting is on
Wednesday, November 9
114BA.90O
Order ol Omega

Close lo Campus
Call ASAP
352-9257 ask tor EmUy

Need immediately: 1-2 sublessors.
Female, non-smoking, sorioue student Nice
place/location 352-0300, leave message.

Mountains. Ocean. Cowboys. Surfers

ANNIE SPRINKLE speakson
THE PLEASURES, PROFITS, AND POLITICS
OF WOMEN'S SEXUAL IT IE S IN THE 90S I
Lanhart Grand Ballroom
8pm
FREE FREE FREE
'sexually explicit slides will be shown*
sponsored by UAO

Order ol Omega
Meeting is on
Wednesday, November 9
114BAS.00
Or darot Omega

Female Sublessor Needed
For Spnng Semester
Female Roommate
Clean ft Oulet

BRUCE PURDY

LAW SOCIETY
Regular Business Meeting
Tonight Room 106 BAA
LAW SOCIETY

Need great work experience ?
Why not work in the Nation's Capital?
Earn College Credit and
Professional Expehencal
theWASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Info. Session Wednesday, Nov. 9tn
Tall Room, 3rd floor Union-1:30pm
Call co-op al 2-2451 for details

(you can still loin UAO!)

LOST & FOUND

Journalism 300 appi lea lion i are
now available in 319 West Hal.
Deadline: Dec. 16.1994.

through the National Student
Exchange Program. Find out
how-attend an mlo session on
Thursday. Nov. 10tfi in the Faculty
lounge (2nd floor Union) at 4:00pm
Questions? Call 2-2451, Co-op Program

YES
CALL
(2-2324 for more detailsl)

LOST: Black Camera with Clear
shutter. Last seen on Thursday Oct. 13th
If you have it or found any cameras.
Please call 372-5393. Very valuable. Reward

WANTED

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S ft
WOMEN'S SWIM MEET - NOV. 18: MEN'S ft
WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV.
17: MEN'S ft WOMEN'S TRACK ft FIELD u NOV. 30. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS W 130
FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4 00
PM. ON DUE DATE.

REMEMBER TO VOTE:
PURDY FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
TODAYI
SPRING BREAK -Nassau Parad se Island.
Cancun and Jamaica from 1299. Air. Hotel.
Transfers, Parties and Morel Organize small
group • em FREE trip plus commissions! Cal
1-800-822-0321.
Start looking tor your
SUMMERJOBNOWII!
-How to Find Your Own Co-op"
only TWO sessions left!
Thurs.. Nov. 10th, 3:30pm OR
Thurs.. Nov. 17th. 4:00pm
300 Student Services Bldg.
Sponsored by Co-op: 2-2451
STEP 1 may be the student group for youl
Applications available m 310 Student Services
Deadline is November 22. Call 2-2130 for
INFO
The B.G.S.U. College Democrats
are pleased to stand with
the parry that opposes the
Republican Governor's drastic
cuts to higher education.
VOTE PRO-EDUCATION!
VOTE DEMOCRATIC!
REMEMBERTOVOTE

Tommonow's Clown
Will be playing at Easy Street Cafe
Wednesday. Nov. 9 at 10 pm.
JomtheCircuslll

SIBBERSEN 4 AUDITOR
SIBBERSEN 4 AUDITOR
SIBBERSEN 4 AUDITOR
SIBBERSEN 4 AUDITOR

paid for by BGSU CRs,
M. Naska Treasurer
VOTE

GARDNER 4 STATE
GARDNER 4 STATE
GARDNER 4 STATE
GARDNER 4 STATE

Please can 352-8234.

SPRING SEMESTER SUBLEASER
MALE/FEMALE
FURNISHED
S740-SEME STEfl • NEGOTIABLE
OWN ROOM
CALL: 354-8315
Subteaser needed for spring.
Rent Negotiable. Nice place.
Call 352-0470.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED:
FOR SPRING SEM 95
2 PERSON APT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
300/MO. UTILrriES INC. CALL 354-8090

HELP WANTED
S1500 wkiy mailing our circularal
No experience required! Begin Now!
For into, cal 202-298-8935.
' Toledo Account Executive *
The BG News is looking to.hire
as Toledo Account Executive. This
person would be responsible lo:
"Cultivate New Accounts
'Helping service exisiting accounts
"Set ft reach monthly goals
*Work20hrsaweek
You must be a hard working, enDiusiaatic Individual who wants to GET A HEAD START!
Must have own car ft flexible class schedule
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI
EARN BIG St$ • FREE TRAVELI
(Canbbean. Europe, etel) No Exper. Nee Staff
needed for busy Holiday/Spnng/Summer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide.
(919)929-4398EXT.C3039
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students Neededl
Fishing Industry. Es/n up to $3,000 - $6,000
plus per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary Call (206) 545-4155 0»tA55441.
ATTENTION CS/MIS MAJORS Interested In
Columbus area co-ops. Sign up deadline
tor Nsilonwida'a Summer 1995 Internship la
November 22. Also CompuServe nesrja
students for 1995 posltlone. Call 372-2451
or slop by the Co-op Office In 238 Admlnletrstkm.
Eam cash stuffing envelopes al home. All materials provided. Send SASE lo P.O. Box
10075. Oathe.KS 66051.

REP
REP
REP
REP

pdforbyBGSUCR's.
M. Naska Treasurer

WALT DISNEY WORLD!
NOW HIRING FOR SPRING SEMESTER
MUST ATTEND MEET!NO:
TUESDAY, NOV. 8TH
7:30 PU-1007 BA BLDG.
Oueellona: 2-2451
WALT DISNEY WORLD!
WALT DISNEY WORtOt
WHAT ABOUT BREASTS?
To and out stop In hallway outside
MAC dining hall today Irom 11 am-2pm.
Would you like lo apend your Spring Break
In New York City to team about poverty and
racism lira) hand and Mao eam 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studied. For Information cat
Bill Thompson at UCF Center 352-7S34.
The cost is only 1175 lor food, lodging and
transportation

Free Spring Break Trfpel
Students. Frau. Clubs, needed to promote
party tours. Beat Priced tor easy sale. CASH
BONUSES!. 1-800-599-5806.
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking tor an Account Executive from Jan.'94-Dec.'95.
•Work20hrsrwk
'Sea and Service own Account list
•Avrg. $400rino eommleelon
■Make valuable contacts in the field
•Greater emptoymenl potential
after graduation.
Musi be: Sale orlenied. dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Must have own car.
Call 372-2606 tor more details or slop by 204
W.Hal for an application.
Looking tor X-mas Money?
Then come join EBSCO Telemarketing Service
We offer you:
-Weekly Paycheck
-Own Schedule
•Hourly rate and commlaalon
Come in and apply M-F alter
4pm all 13 N. Main.

Irs our hope that whan people Mr*
ot Tony Packo's, 2 things come to mind:
GREAT FOOD ft GREAT SE RVICE
Setting a standard of excelence like
this makea for plenty of hard work to
maintain them. Good people are the key
to everything we want 10 be. II you are
one of these people, young or seniors,
experienced to inexperienced,
WE NEED YOU"
■WAITERS'
■WAITRESSES*
Apply in person al 1902 Front St
Or call us at 1-691-1963
Between the hours ol 8:30am-4 30pm

JobAvallibls
Looking (or experienced Macintosh-oriented
person seeking to work with a growing interactive training company. You need to be proficient with databasing concepts and want Vie
opponurmy to join an active creative team by
organizing graphics, video and other production elements for a large-scale interactive
project involving a Fortune 500 campnay.
Send resume to:
151 N. Michigan Suite 225
Toledo. OH 43624
Part-time receptionist. 5-8:30 Monday. Thursday evenings: Saturday 9-3:30. Apply In parson & Bowling Green LicoJn Mercury. 1079 N.
Main St. BG (across Irom Kroger's).
SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS
Student Painters Is looking for Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business. Gain valuable experience,
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder. Average summer earnings between $8,000-10.000. Management positions
available In all Cleveland suburbs, Akron, Canton. For additional information cal Matt
Scherer @1 BOO-54 3-3792.
Statistics major to perform computer generated
statistical studies A correlations. Individual
must be organized ft proliaent with computers.
Call |419) 423-2200.
TOXIC ACTION
OPPORTUNITY IS
KNOCKING"'
Toxic Action currently has positions open tor
articulate men ft women. Only those seriously
committed to environmental ft social issues
need apply. $2S0/wk salary. 241-7674. Hours
af4-10pm.

FOR SALE
#1 Awesome Spring Break!
Early Sign-up Speoalsl Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals ft 8 ParMsl
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus1
1-800-678-6386.
f 1 A we so me i
Spring Break Early Specials! Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bars $1291 Daytona (Kitchens) $1591 Cocoa
Beach $1591 Key West $22911-600-678-63116.
FOR SALE: 1987 Honda Civic Hatchback

73.000 mi. GC. asking $2500
Call 354-2851.
FOR SALE: 14.4 baud modem for Mac, hardly
used. Comes w/csbles and software. $80 firm.
Can 352-7373 ask for Pete
For Sale: Gememhardl flux $250.
Armstrong Piecalo $275 Good ConditionMust sell. Call Debbie 3545612.
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800 289-5685

FOR RENT
353-0325'Cany Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus. Call today!
Carry Rentals' Houses ft Apt. Listings
Now available for school year OS-98
Call 353-0325 or pick ap listing
at olfios: 316 E. Merry S3
SPRING SUBLEASER WANTED
(Male or Female)
Rent Beat Offer
Location: 2nd Street
Own Room

Call: 353-0268

ATTENTION" {J
Graphic Design and ]
VCT majors:
*
• "
Con >nl(fr the Abstiacl ido.i ol -*
expeneni e, ihen gel borne
/
Com r.'t>' iMisds-on stull hy
woiking it> The HG Now*.

bpmg a< <.<(■,.•<! NOW tor Spring
Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management eiperienoa next
summer. Earn •8,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The early bird gets the worm. 1-$00-887-1980

9b Sop Sliirtonl L'mploymoni,
4b0 Sludon, Sorviro*. Bldg foi
jOlx.-.,
,.,<

Bruce

PURDY

-=-_= for State Representative

I appreciate all the support that I've received from my fellow
students. My campaign has become your campaign. I have
tried to be vour voice during this campaign, now I ask
you to be mine. I ask you to cast your vote for me and send
me, your fellow student, to Columbus as your State
Representative to voice vour concerns. Please remember to
vote today.
,f)

Smcere

^ £>!««

Paid lor by the Purdy tor stale Representative Cotnrnmse. Jason Sonensheti Tress 2129 Founders. BG, 43403

' •

[ifodut lion .in'.i AppliCMliOO*!

BGSU THEATRE PRESENTS
Shadovthmds
hy William Nicholson

Novewhen. 9-12 OT 8JM».
and Novemhen 13 OT 2 p.m.
Eva Mane Sam Theame
FOR Ticker mpjuaanon call
372-2719.

